C L A R K

H A L L

If you can dream it,
we can build it.

Traditional

(above)

The classic and timeless design of a traditional entryway
never disappoints. From perfectly symmetrical double
doors to impressive archways with embellished glass,
Clark Hall doors often accomplishes the impossible:
Stately yet warm; grand but inviting.

Patio

(right)

When your backyard is an outdoor oasis you never want
to leave, your patio doors are just as signiﬁcant as your
front entryway. These doors allow for a seamless
transition from indoor to outdoor living spaces,
maximizing both daylight and style.

WHY IRON?
Maintenance-Free Beauty

TRA N S FO RM
YOU R

A rust inhibitor and seven-step automotive paint process
create a smooth ﬁnish backed by a 5 year ﬁnish warranty.

H O M E

Built for Comfort

I N TO A WO RK

We provide weather-tight insulation that includes foam

O F A RT.

insulated doors and frames, compression weather stripping,
insulated glass and adjustable thresholds.
Built for Security
Our doors and frames are made of steel and wrought

Your front entryway sets the tone for the entire house,

iron scrollwork, mortised hinges and operable glass.

and getting it exactly right could mean the diﬀerence

Builder Approved

between a lovely home and a masterpiece. From

Our doors have been engineered and tested for impact ratings.

traditional to contemporary, sleek to ornate, we do it all.

They are able to meet non-impact DP rated, impact and HVHZ
requirements, which meet the strict Miami/Dade standards.

Each Clark Hall door is truly custom, fully handmade

(FL#16663)

with unparalleled artisanship. There are no limits to
your creativity; if you can dream it, we can build it. The
ﬁnished product will bring unique beauty and grandeur

STYLE S AVAI LAB LE

to your home—all backed by the security and peace of

Ornate | Craftsman | Modern | Traditional | Wine Cellar | Patio

mind that come only with iron doors.

C LARKHALLD OORS.COM
info@clarkhall.com | 704.987.0777

Modern

(above)

The simplicity of our slim-proﬁle doors allows the clean
lines and minimalist design to take center stage. Let our
experts help you create your own one-of-a-kind entryway;
or, take full creative license and sketch the door of your
dreams. Next, simply enjoy our white-glove service as we
take your door all the way from design to installation.

Ornate

(left)

Whether your style is old-world sophistication or modern
intricacy (or a unique blend of both!), the possibilities are
endless with our ornate doors. Each is completely
handmade, from the raised panels and detailed moldings,
to every tiny curve of the wrought iron. And no vision is
too extravagant or outlandish— we relish our clients’
innovative ideas and celebrate every creative opportunity.

